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Illustration by Duke, Seeing Eye Dog, with 
assistance from Maycie Gonzalez and Danielle 
Caren. Pictured - nine paw prints out of blue 
paint on canvas.

A photo of Duke’s face.



In Memory Of...

Michael Pollei with a group of former students.
Michael, sharing a 

“peace” sign during a 
Halloween party at the old 

Recreation building.

Michael, lifted horizontally, by Dorm 651 staff for the yearbook photo. 

Michael Pollei 
(former staff)



Jonathan, Zoe Jacquez and students pose in a pasture of bluebonnets. 

Jonathan 
and Evan T. walking 

together in the 2020 Mardi 
Gras Parade.

Jonathan 
and former 
student both 

wearing a white 
t-shirt and khaki 
shorts. Twinsies!

Jonathan Loney
(former staff & student)



Brittanye 
Thompkins

(former student)

Brittanye and former student 
at TSBVI Prom 2013

Cierra Mapps and Brittanye show off 
their sombreros during Fiesta celebration.

Brittanye and former student 
smile and pose for a photo during 

a TSBVI event.



William Logan
(former staff)

William and 
former student 
work on crafty 

gifts.

William 
poses with students 
and staff from the 

weekend dorm at the 
Mermaid Parade in San 

Marcos, TX.

William 
and Melina T. 

taking a cart ride 
around campus.



During yoga, Blair P. sits with a drum on 
her lap as Lindy Watts assists Pete the Cat 
(stuffed animal) drum along on a djembe!

Joshua K., Evan T., Seth M., and Hunter Gage sit on a couch as 
they discuss the weekly plan during a dorm meeting.

Agustine S. utilizes his cane to navigate as pilot while on a 
recumbent bike ride around campus with Alfredo G.

Ethan S. leans into Fred as they clap 
hand in hand during a weekend home 
travel.

Hey there! Welcome to The Paw Print 5th Edition. The 
Residential Department continues to impress with creative 
programming and memorable experiences. Thank you for the 
ongoing support.



2021-2022 

EOY Party

Kelton Y. gives a huge smile as he stands at the center of 
a foam pool as a foam machine blows foam while Jennifer 
Hysaw captures a memorable photo.

Students at the residential complex 
celebrated the end of 2021 - 2022 school 
year with a splash! A double water slide, 
bounce house, a foam machine and an on 
site DJ turning up the bass! 

Jaiden R. explores the length of the water 
slide by climbing up and down the slide.

Tristan Swartz and Ethan S. splash around while sitting in  
the pool water at the end of a water slide.

Evan T. sits outside the water slide as 
he awaits a turn. Rees P. enjoys the foam pool created by a foam machine as 

he holds onto Tristan Swartz.



Crystal P., Ilen V., Jackie C., and Julie S. stand on yoga mats and practice 
a raised hand pose during group yoga.

Mason M. recites numbers from 
a book into a microphone.

Darrius M. sits on a chair as he plays an 
acoustic guitar.

Meg S. wears gloves as she assists in 
stirring a muffin mixture with a whisk.

Kolby R. rests against a 
giant stuffed bear as he 
explores a sound book.

KC R. stands with a 
structure she created out of 
building blocks.

Cole B. spaces raw cookie rolls onto 
parchment paper as he follows guidance 
from Steve Smith. 



Donye’ C., Patrick J., Mugisha N., and Spencer L. take a group 
photo as they sit on giant stone steps.

Haven T. holds onto strings of cheese 
as she pulls a slice of a quesadilla off a 
plate.

Elly U. draws with markers as she smiles for a 
photo with a Delta Gamma host.

Cole B. holds a clean dish as he unloads the 
dishwasher.

Jayliana S. looks down as she 
walks through an off-campus 
playscape.

Micah Pineau and Ethan S. 
clap along together during a 
Delta Gamma party.

Luis H. walks with a smile as 
he exercises on the treadmill 
at the campus weight room.



Jenelle Racher and Rees P. sit on 
a bench as they smile for a photo.

Donye’ C. wears headphones 
as he plays electric drums at a 
public library.

Blair P. and Jayliana S. enjoy a 
dinner meal at a restaurant. 

Mugisha N. smiles as he wears 
two caps on his head.

Brent Howard & Mason M. ride a 
recumbent bike on a sunny evening.

Melina T. holds onto a shopping 
cart at the grocery store.

Makayla S. & Haley W. pour a 
mixture into a giant bowl as they prep 
to make ice cream sandwiches. 

Jorge C. and Sai M. take sips out of Whataburger cups as 
they dine in for a dinner meal.



Happy Birthday!
1. Agustin SH. blows out candles during his 18th birthday party as Bridgette Wolfe holds up a 
birthday cake!
2. Agustin SH, Alfredo G., Crystal P., Jackie C., Drake G., & Mariela S. stand around in a circle 
hand in hand during the celebration of Agustin’s 18th birthday.
3. Luis HS. wears a metallic green birthday cone hat with feathers on his special day while riding 
on the weekend home bus.
4. Haven T. gives a smile as she holds onto a piece of chocolate cake during her birthday 
festivities outdoors. 
5. Seth M. indulges in a home made birthday cake at the table as a “Happy Birthday” banner 
hangs behind.
6. Seth M. stands in front of his closed bedroom door with a mounted poster reading “Happy 
Birthday Seth 15” decorated with colored balloons and stickers.
7. Jacob M. puckers his lips as he blows out a candle on top of a slice of cake and a scoop of ice 
cream on his 18th birthday celebration.
8. Kolby R. explores a “Happy Birthday” balloon banner outside during his festivities!
9. Kolby R. wears a birthday hat on his special day while holding a balloon.
10. Darrius M. smiles with a lit candle on top of sweet treats on his 17th birthday celebration.

1.1. 2.2. 3.3.

4.4. 5.5. 6.6.

7.7. 8.8. 9.9.

10.10.



Mugisha N. & Robert 
Torres smile for a photo!

Jayliana S. chants a 
cheer during cheer 
practice.

Luis HS. exercises on a 
rowing machine at the 
campus gym.

Jaiden R. plays with a pop-
up animal pals during a 
bus travel.

Jacob M. stirs a pan filled with pasta and freshly made tomatoe sauce. Delicious!

Donye’ C. sits and 
explores a modern chair 
at the public library.

KC R. strums along on 
an acoustic guitar while 
sitting on a couch.

Breya G. smiles for a 
photo with the Austin 
skyline behind her.

Haven T. sits on a couch 
while chatting with a 
Delta Gamma.



Jared F. holds his family style dinner plate as he 
points to it for a photo.

Jackie C. laughs and chats with a Delta Gamma 
during a party.

Mason M. smiles as he stands in front of five 
different colored balloons, each with a letter 
spelling “Mason”.

Joshua K., Seth M., and Evan T. gather around 
on the floor as they play with a toy robot.

Danielle Caren leans a cauldron 
towards Kolby R. during an 
outdoor sensory activity.

Mikki Compton throws a peace 
sign while dining at a restaurant 
with students.

Sai M., Jorge C., and Bryce L. 
relax at the campus gym.



Jayliana S. whips her ponytail with her hand 
releasing water for a splash during a group 
swimming.

Justin K. holds onto a swimming kickboard as he 
prepares to swim.

Michelle Jones and Kolby R. are hand in hand as Kolby 
dips his face into the water.Kailee M. floats on her back.

N a t a t o r i u m



Mason M. sits at the entrance of the deep end pool ladder as Jenelle Racher awaits inside the pool. Mason 
splashes in and begins to swim as Jenelle follows behind.

Jayden G. lightly splashes water with his hands as he dips 
his chin into the water.

Matthew S. holds onto Blair P.’s 
pool noodle as they swim around.

Logan S. laughs as he swims.Oscar G. gives a joyous smile. Joel S. swims in the deep end.



Melanie Walton & Ethan S. mix 
batter using an electric gadget to 
make Oreo cupcakes.

Hailey G. walks on a 
treadmill while holding onto 
the handles.

Donye’ C. & Mugisha N. 
relax & meditate as they lay 
on blankets and pillows.

Jorge C., Sai M., and Bryce L. swing all together 
on a flat swing at the gym.

Seth M., Evan T., & Joshua K. smile in 
conversation as they dine at Top Notch.

Danielle Caren assists Melina 
T. in lifting arms as they
inhale during yoga.

Mya S. smiles and poses for 
a photo in front of her neatly 
made bed.

Charniqua Gilmore assists 
Sophia P. at self-check out 
during a Target run.



Mason M. and Jaiden R. share the bolster swing at the gym!
Matthew S. eats an ice pop over a 
paper towel.

Breya G. gives a smile as 
she exercises on a machine 
at the local YMCA.

Jorge C. wipes down 
the kitchen table with a 
disinfecting wipe.

Sai M. & Teddy Ruxpin 
(stuffed bear) buckle up 
during a weekend travel.

Kolby R. lays on the 
tire mulch at the campus 
playground as he holds a 
piece of tire.

Cameron P., Sofiya B., 
Sophia P., & Charniqua 
Gilmore ride on a seesaw at 
Play For All park.

Bryce L. wears safety mitts 
as he turns over a cooked 
meal on an electric skillet.



Ethan B. lays on his back as Jay W. sits next to him as they both relax 
and absorb the relaxing atmosphere at Pease Park’s Treehouse. 

Matthew M. smiles as he spins 
on a bolster swing at the gym.

During a yoga session, Blair P. runs her hand 
through Jayliana S.’ pony tail.

Matthew S. and Eddie Savochka smile for a 
photo as they ride a side-by-side bicycle.

Rees P. & Ethan S. play and 
share together during keyboard 
time!

Katelin W. wears a comfy robe 
and enjoys a bowl of ice cream.

Elena Suarez reads a book to 
Jackie C. during a weekend 
home route.



Mya G., Audrey E., and Deanaliz M., sit with each other and assemble 
origami craft bags to donate to Dell Children’s Hospital.

Ethan Y. and Ethan W. 
place paper and origami 
instructions into a gift bag 
to donate to Dell Children’s 
Hospital.

Sai M. and Adam Foose 
exchange smiles during a 
Venture Crew meeting.

Ethan Y. works on a tie blanket made of fleece for 
a doggy bed and Christian R. sits with measured 
materials while giving a thumbs up!

Queenie Salavarria sits with Breya 
G. as she constructs DIY cat toys
using toilet paper rolls and pink pipe
cleaners.

Patrick J. shows a big smile as he 
builds DIY cat toys with green pipe 
cleaners and toilet paper rolls.

Bryce L. flaunts his DIY 
cat toys made with yellow 
pipe cleaner.

Volunteer service 
strengthens  

community, promotes 
professional skills, 

saves resources, and 
makes one feel better 

about themselves. 

Venture Crew’s 
Service Projects



Donye’ C. snuggles with a 
white puppy.

Jaylen W. pets a black kitten.

Mugisha N. and Shara Williams 
get to know a white puppy as 
Donye’ C. leans in for a turn.

Ethan Y. brushes his hand over a white puppy’s head.

Spencer L. pats an 
adolescent brown happy 
dog on the head.

Keilani G. meets a black kitten.

Audrey E. pets a puppy as April Palmer 
looks on.

Christian R. touches a 
black kitten.

Puppies and Puppies and 
kittens... Oh my!kittens... Oh my!

Venture Crew visits The Austin 
Humane Society to offer some tender 

love and care for animals waiting 
for their forever home. The Austin 
Humane Society was established 

in 1952 and is a non-profit, no-kill 
adoption center for the Austin area.

Venture Crew is an outdoor recreation and community service based club exclusively 
for students in the EXIT program. Students in Venture Crew meet every other week, and 
participate in a variety of volunteer opportunities and outdoor recreation activities, both 
on- and off-campus. So far this year, the Venture Crew has participated in volunteer 
opportunities benefiting the Austin Humane Society, Dell Children’s Hospital, and the 
Central Texas Food Bank. The Venture Crew has also gone on outings to the Austin 
Nature & Science Center and the Austin Humane Society. It’s a great way for students 
to meet their same-age peers in other dorms/classrooms while exploring new activities!

- Aimee Sunderlin (Venture Crew Leader)



Keilani G. is introduced to a pup.

Bryce L. smiles at a puppy.

Spencer L. hugs a black kitten.Mya G. rubs a speckled puppy.

Christian R. carefully pets a 
puppy’s head.

Christian R. and Spencer L. 
give a pup belly rubs.

Jaylen W. and Jacob Wilson 
meet a friendly dog.

Spencer L. gently cups a 
puppies face.

Bryce L. meets black kitten.

Ethan Y. points, smiles and waves at a black cat through a window as the cat lounges in a window hammock.



Venture Crew visits 
Lady Bird Lake.

(right photo) Keilani G., Christian G., 
Liz Livesay, Audrey E., Deanaliz M., 
Elisa Martinez, Preston P., Ethan Y., 
Sage Adams, and Annie Johnson take 
a group photo in front of beautiful 
autumn trees that beam under the 
sunset. 

Sai M. poses near the lake on a fall evening.

Bryce L., Shara Williams, Sai M., Jorge C., Sharon Jones, and Adam Foose pose in front of a bridge 
that overlooks Austin’s Lady Bird Lake and autumn color trees.



Jorge C. takes a stroll on 
the trail near Lady Bird 
Lake.

Bryce L., Sai M., and Jorge C., position themselves against railing on 
a bridge for the perfect sunset photo.

Shara Williams and Bryce L. share a moment 
of natural tranquility near the lake.

Lady Bird Lake (formerly known as Town Lake) and Longhorn Dam are 
located on the Colorado River. Technically as reservoir, Lady Bird Lake 

was constructed in 1960 with a depth of 18 feet. As tempting as it may be, 
do not attempt to swim in Lady Bird Lake. It’s illegal and has been since 

1964 due to hazardous debris and other safety concerns.



Mugisha N. sits at the 
table enjoying dinner 
made from a crock pot.

Spencer L. and Michael S. 
take a photo at Spencer’s 
party.

Jaiden R. dives her hands 
into a tray of clay and 
water.

Kolby R. lightly jumps on 
a jumping platform at the 
campus playground.

Sai M. wears minion 
goggles during a weekend 
home travel.

Blair P. holds onto ropes as 
she climbs the rope course at 
the playground.

Sophia P., Elly U., & KC R. look through 
a fidget bin with Mikki Compton.

Chris Z., A’jon D., Nathan Pike - NYU assistant wrestling 
coach, Darrius M., & Javier S. take a group photo.



Mariana G., Jenelle Racher, & Jaiden R. give a smile as they 
ride on an electric pedicab during an evening ride.Volunteer & Denise L.

Volunteer & Mugisha N.

Hunter Gage & Seth M.

Volunteer & Spencer L.

Lindy Watts & Jayliana S. Khailou B. & Volunteer

Mark Gronquist & Justin K.Rees P.

Monday Night Tandem Biking
In collaboration with the REC, volunteers come onto campus 
and bike with students on tandem and recumbent bikes, and an 
electric pedi cab. Check out the recurring event in the spring!



Complex Hobby Hour
Hosted by Danielle Caren

Matthew S., Elijah S., Jaiden R., and Logan S. sit around 
a table with frozen toys, flavored ice cubes and serving 
utensils for ice sensory exploration.

Blair P. and Kailee M. play with suction 
cup toys in a bucket of melted ice.

Haven T. holds a lemon flavored 
giant ice cube.

Maycie Gonzalez assists Blair P. 
with placing ice blocks on a tray.

Jaiden R. touches a circular 
ice block flavored with jello.

Jaiden R. then tastes the 
flavored ice! Slurp!

Ice Block sensory consists of toys or flavor that are 
frozen in water. Once frozen, students use objects to 
break through the ice or enjoy as a popsicle as they melt 
during a hot summer day.



Jayden G. decorates his paper 
plate with a purple crayon. 

Danielle Caren supports Jayden G. with placing googly 
eyes and jumbo pipe cleaners on a paper plate for the final 
touches of his paper plate Jellyfish.

For a Jellyfish activity, paper plates are 
cut in halves and hole punched at the bottom 
center. Jumbo pipe cleaners are threaded in the 
holes and twisted to secure while allowing the 
remaining length to hang. Student are then able 
to color in the paper plates with crayons and 
add googly eyes. 

Kailee M., Matthew S., Caressa Baize, Lindy Watts, 
Blair P., and Jayliana S. sit around a table working 
on their individual paper plate jellyfish.

Matthew S. admires his blue tentacle jellyfish.

Kailee M. explores the texture of 
a handful of yellow jumbo pipe 
cleaners to add to her jellyfish.



Kailee M. takes her 
balloon art along with 
her to the health center.

Kailee M. holds her yellow 
balloon art with chicken 
sticker features. 

Kailee M. hugs her balloon.
Mason M. scans sticker 
selections for his blue 
balloon.

Brent Howard smiles as 
Mason M. checks out 
his balloon art.

Mason M. holds his balloon close while 
looking at his sticker selection.

Haven T. sits in front of a canvas and uses 
her hands to paint a work of art.

Danielle Caren smiles next to Haven T., 
whose hands are covered in green paint!

Using blown up 
balloons, students 
decorate them by 
placing assorted 
stickers, strings 
and ribbons. This 
activity is called 
Balloon Art.



Matthew S. and Jayliana S. gather materials to 
begin making their DIY shakers.

DIY Music Shakers. Using empty bottles, add dry rice, fasten lid and secure 
with duck tape. Decorate the bottle with stickers and shake, shake, shake!

Danielle Caren holds an empty bottle 
while Jayden G. fills it with rice.

Kolby R. taps the side 
of his DIY shaker.

Jayden G. adds stickers to his 
DIY shaker.

Logan S. dances and 
shakes his DIY shaker.

Kailee M. holds a shaker 
tied with a blue ribbon.

Matthew S. spins with a 
shaker tied with fabric.Danielle Caren points to colored dollar 

sign stickers as Mason M. decides which 
one to select.

Danielle Caren supports Mason 
M. in selecting a yellow one
dollar sticker and places on
shakers.



Kailee M. plays with a play 
dough monster with a large 
googly eye.

Melina T. plays with flexible 
skeleton toys and monster 
fingers.

Mariana G. makes a Halloween 
craft with decorative stickers.

Mason M. colors a Halloween 
picture of a jack-o-lantern with 
markers.

Kolby R. takes a silly break and rests his head in a staff’s hand.

Blair P. decorates a Halloween 
paper wreath with spooky 
stickers.



Jayden G. plays with 
jello on a tray.

Haven T. samples a little red 
jello during Hobby Hour.

Kolby R. explores green jello.

Elijah S.’s hands and clothes 
are covered with jello slime.

Melina T. shares a big smile 
while sitting with a small 
pumpkin.

Blair P. paints a pumpkin white.

Maycie Gonzalez and Jaiden R. 
shake a covered bin with paint 
and a small pumpkin inside.

Ethan S. holds a pink balloon over 
his head during Hobby Hour.

Jayliana S. holds up a blue 
animal shaped balloon.



Haven T. tries a bit of edible 
jello slime.

Kolby R. and Ash Deem share a smile 
together in the grass.

Cassie Berry holds a green puppy shaped 
balloon as Melina T. reaches out to feel 
its nose.

Mason M. smiles as Jenelle Racher prepares a balloon to blow up. Jayliana S. 
sits near and plays with a blue puppy shaped balloon.



Blair P. brushes white paint 
onto wooden ornaments.

Blair P. places her newly made 
ornament over her head like a 
crown.

Haven T. finger paints holiday 
ornaments.

Logan S. places Mickey Mouse 
stickers on holiday triangles.

Mason M. uses markers to 
decorate holiday ornaments.

Matthew S. paints ornaments 
with a brush.

Kailee M. places snowflake 
stickers on green paper triangles. 

Matthew S. uses a wet wipe to 
remove paint from his hands.



Logan S. plays with blue play 
dough during Hobby Hour.

Kolby R. tastes his edible 
red play dough.

Danielle Caren, Jayliana S. and Mason M. sit 
together and explore play dough. 

DIY edible play dough can get a little 
messy. Haven T. poses for a photo with a 
little cornstarch on her hands and face. 

To make edible play 
dough, mix Jello, corn 
starch, and a few tablespoons 
of water in a bowl.

Jaiden R. explores red edible 
DIY play dough.

Maycie Gonzalez, Caressa Baize, Carly 
Branam and Logan S. sit around a table and 
check out a bin of play dough.



Mugisha N. pauses an Alexa device to jokingly 
take a call on a banana he holds up to his ear.

Bryce L. throws a peace sign for a photo as he 
dines at a restaurant. 

Haven T. engages in 
soapy water with objects 
& Mariana G. beads as 
they sit at the table.

Jessica B. holds her cane 
as she watches a sun rise 
at a beach in the state of 
Florida.

Elly U. stands holding a 
swing as Sofiya B. swings 
and engage in conversation.

Jay W. uses JAWS while on a computer at the 
public library.

Tristan Swartz and Sai M. rest for a “10 minute 
nap” while on the couch. 



Julie S., Crystal P., and Ilen V. gather in the 
kitchen as they prepare to cook breakfast 
for dinner.

Luis HS. wears an apron 
and oven mitts when 
cooking in the kitchen.

Chris Z. gives a thumbs 
up to his window decor 
on the bus.

Following a pictorial recipe and a sequence box, Rees P. and Michelle Jones use a cordless 
blender to mix ingredients to make banana pudding.

Mariana G. & Aimee Sunderlin 
ride on a recumbent bicycle. 

Blair P and Lindy Watts sit cross- 
legged on mats as they stretch their 
arms up in the air during yoga.

Mason M. gives a smile 
as he walks with a towel 
over his back.



Emma V. smiles proudly at 
her pink dome-shaped slime 
bubble.

Lynneice C. attempts to 
gather DIY blue slime into a 
container. Splat!

Lillian H., Bethany Johnson, Emma V., and Karen Poston sit and pose 
on a cement bench at Mueller Park for photo.

Britain V. and Jordan S. play 
video games. Focused.

Laci L. plays table top Pac-Man. 
Pac-Mac, originally Puck Man, was 
created in 1980. 

Summer J. on the guitar, Manas M. on a bass guitar and Evelyn 
M. on a piano have a jam session.

S
T
rogramserm hort 
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Kaylee A., Mila B., and Matthew 
M. sift through a large bowl of
Orbeez as they swell with water.

Becky Hill, Jordan S., Britain V., Evie M., Lynneice C. and Addi S. 
fill empty plastic bottles with Orbeez to build DIY stress balls.

Evie M. and Lynneice C. squeeze bottles 
filled with Orbeez into a balloon.

Addi S. meticulously adds Orbeez 
into an empty bottle.

Emma V. and Becky Hill make 
DIY essential oil roller balls with 
a coconut oil base.

Derrick Fore and Britain V. sort 
through essential oils in preparation  
of DIY roller balls. 



Damian A., Summer J., Jam M., Kai R. collectively 
stir and crumble dry ingredients in a large mixing 
bowl.

Tiana T., Damian A., Onorina K., and Tiffany G. roll 
cookie dough into balls and place them on baking 
sheets. There’s nothing like the aroma of freshly 
baked cookies.

Nicolas G. whisks cake batter 
to pour into cupcake liners.

Bernardo M., Josh H., Chetan M., and 
Liz A. make ice cream using heavy 
cream, rock salt and ziploc bags.

Izzy E., Mila B., and Kiara S. mix 
ziploc bags filled with  heavy cream. 
Shake shake!



Let’s Make some 
pizza, STP.

Britain V. holds his doughy covered 
hands over a bowl. Pizza crust from 
scratch.

Lynneice C. and Jordan S. working the dough to bring the 
ingredients together. 

Evie M. begins to press out the dough on a 
pizza pan with the palm of her hand. 

Izzy E. takes a bite of her 
pepperoni pizza. Yum!

Trey S. enjoys his 
homemade pizza. Delish!

Alex R. spreads marinara sauce on 
his cooked pizza crust with a spoon.



Derrick Fore and Tiffany G, watch Tyler P., 
Gabriel P., and Damien A., play an intense game 
of Jenga. Did you know... Jenga, derived from 
the Swahili word Kujenga meaning “to build”.

Jenga! Tiffany G. gives a slight smile, Tyler P. 
walks away from the table while Gabriel P. and 
Damien A. have a good laugh.

Evie M. sits with a fuzzy 
hooded jacket during story 
time.

Lynneice S. pushes Aron C. on a 
flat board scooter.

Summer J., Evelyn M., and 
Emma O. play a classic game 
of Twister. Left hand, green!

Addi S. plays a game of 
Uno. Draw four! The color is 
yellow.

Bethany Johnson and Lillian 
H. inspect small pumpkins at
a local grocery store.

Maggie W. plays the guitar with a 
smiling Miracle A., sitting close by.



Bethany Johnson reads a story while Addi S., Evie M., Derrick Fore with a guitar and 
Alex R. sit on the sofa.

Britain V. spells out 
“TSBVI” with cylinder 
and spherical magnets. 

Alex R. swings at the playground.
Nicolas G. wears a pointy 
silver frilly hat.

Josh J. plays a game of Chess. 

Gabriel P., Nico P., Bryce J., Ari M., Rishi P., Mila B., lounge around 
on the sofa and rug in the living room.



Jordan S. pushes Elliot W. and 
Lynneice C. on the flat swing 
in the Developmental Gym. 

Jordan S. plays air hockey in the Rec.
Alina W. plays Giant Connect Four in the 
Rec Building.

Mari H. shares a “peace” sign 
while listening to Evelyn M. play 
the piano at the REC.

Ari M., Nico P., and Rishi P. 
play the piano together.



Lindy Watts, Jayliana S., Blair P., Maycie Gonzalez, 
Mariana G., & Logan S. sit on their individual mats as they 
are guided through a yoga session led by Danielle Caren.

Fresh fruit and vegetables in bowls and on cutting boards sit at 
the kitchen table with a juicer as Jackie C., Ilen V., Julie S., and 
Crystal P. prep to make fresh juice.

Oscar G., Drake G., Dan Butler., 
and KC R., sit in a row as they 
engage in drumming on buckets in 
the auditorium. 

Matthew S. uses a flip N’ fold to fold garments and store in an organized way.

Mariana G. molds air dry clay & Haven T. 
engages with cooked noodles on a tray as 
they both sit at a table. 



Kanye H., Agustine S., Jacob B., and 
Jeremy Coleman play on acoustic guitars 
as they perform on stage in the auditorium.

During a weekend home travel stop, Elly U., Chandler 
Gandy, and Denise L. strike silly faces for a mirror photo.

Jenelle Racher and Kolby R. place fresh sliced 
fruit into a small blender for a smoothie.

Jaiden R. and Charniqua Gilmore embrace in 
a side hug and smiles for a photo.

Cory McKinney and Eric Cobble assist Lauro A. in cooking hot dogs out on 
an outdoor grill  for their dorm cookout. 



Michael S., Ryan F., Jay W., Ethan B., & Jared F. dine out and 
experience the nightlife of Austin.

Melina T. smiles as she swings 
at the campus playground.

Spencer L., Tiffany Thorman, Mugisha N., Robert Torres, 
and Donye’ C. stand in a group embrace for a photo at a 
rooftop overlooking Austin’s downtown.

Jaiden R. sits interacting with objects in a 
water table during a sunny evening.

Evan T. leans into a screen of a Pac-Man 
arcade game at the REC.

Azriel J. loads frozen tater tots onto a baking 
tray for a side meal.



Eddie Savochka, Pedro A., Kayla H., Jessica B, 
Ramon G., and Stan Olano wear life vests as they 
pose for a group photo.

Stan Olano guides Jessica B. who practices by 
standing at the end of a dock as she rows with a 
paddle while Kayla H. looks ever.

Kayla H. stands on her knees 
while on a paddle board as she 
lifts the paddle.

Jessica B. sits on a paddle board 
as she gives a smile!

Pedro A., up on his knees on a 
paddle board, smiles for a photo 
while paddling.

Stand Up Paddle (SUP) Board



Ramon G. and Pedro A. sit on paddle boards as they 
paddle close to one another.

Kayla H. rows as she stands on 
a paddle board.

Kayla H., Pedro A., Ramon G., and Stan Olano take a photo on the dock before paddle boarding.



A small Tibetan bowl sits on 
Ethan S.’ shoulder while Kieara 
Mapps holds a small wooden 
mallet to tap the bowl.

Haven T. sits on a chair with a 
blanket over her legs during yoga 
out on the turf.

Danielle Caren assists Jaiden R. 
during a drumming segment of a 
yoga routine outdoors.

Evan T. plays on a piano.
Joel S. paints with a paintbrush at a 
Delta Gamma party.

Jennifer Hysaw and Kelton Y. ride in a recumbent bike 
on a sunny evening around campus.

Kolby R. gives a big smile as 
he sits on a trampoline.



Mason M. looks over 
a long twisting balloon 
with numbers written on.

Melina T. dumps a crate 
of cherry tomatoes into a 
bin for a fresh salad.

Mugisha N. wears a 
safety mitt as he stirs 
chili on the oven.

Jackie C. gives a smile 
as she waits to be served 
at restaurant with peers.

At the grocery store, Ethan B. weights fruit as he 
types in the PLU code on the touch screen.

Logan S., Matthew S. on a toy megaphone, and 
Elijah S. sit around a round table during game night.

Kolby R. hangs and 
swings on a bolster 
swing at the gym.

Sha’Mya G. sits a 
bowling ball on a ramp 
before releasing.

Rees P. holds a plush 
basketball over his head 
before he shoots.

Mikki Compton & KC R.  
work on brailling labels 
for a variety of teas.



Drake G., A’jon D., Javier S., Oscar G., Darrius M., Chris Z., 
Jazmine K., Mariela S., & Jessica B. line up against a goal 
during practice

Jacob B., Javier S., Darrius M., Jazmine K., Mark Gronquist, 
Heather D., Miriam Larson, Jessica B., Tammy Reed, Chris 
Z., and A’jon D. take a group photo in front of a waterfall in 
Washington.

Drake G., Christian S., & Oscar G.

Darrius M.

Jacob B., Chris Z., & A’jon D.

Heather D.

The goalball boys and girls teams practiced throughout 
the fall semester and traveled to other states to compete. 
A round of applause to the team members, coaches, and 
staff that allow for these experiences and opportunities.

Goalball



Drake G. Oscar G.

Darrius M. and Chriz Z. pass the goal ball 
to one another during a match.

Miriam Larson, Jazmine K., Mariela S., Tammy Reed, Jessica 
B., Heather D., Emily Coleman, Bryan Maffett, and Jessica 
Maffett take a group photo on the beach during sunrise.

The girls and boys team placed in second at the Florida State competition. Each 
group takes a photo with a celebratory banner and trophy. Way to go Wildcats!



Jaiden R. explores a 
sensory bin filled with 
objects and bird seeds.

Donye’ C. opens cans 
of chili to be cooked 
for the EXIT potluck. 

Matthew M. scoops a 
spoonful of meal while 
sitting at the table. 

Jessica B. opens her 
arms out show “Comfy”- 
a blanket jacket!

Dan Butler & Julie S. engage in synthesizers 
during class.

Cole B. sorts and organizes glasses during 
LEOS club.

Mia M. explores and 
plays on a drum set.

Christian S. smiles as he 
wears headphones while 
listening to music.

Kelton Y. dines out on a 
patio of a dinner outing.

KC R. and Sofiya B. 
do start their laundry 
together.



Michael S., Ryan F., Jay W., Ethan B., and Jared F. take a 
group photo at the Austin Nature Center.

Kolby R. explores Jenelle Racher’s 
fringe scarf she wears.

Melanie Walton and Ethan S. stir ingredients together in a bowl using a whisk to make brownies. 

Kailee M. uses a PenFriend 
with tactile markers to read a 
cooking recipe.

Jorge pulls a wagon as he 
sweeps the ground with his 
cane during a recycling gig.

Melina T. smiles as Michelle 
Jones taps her hand with a 
paint brush.



Jackie C., K.C., Sophia P., Mikki Compton, 
and Kaylie L. sit as they enjoy a music live 
performance from former student TJ Wade.

Ilen V. sorts and folds towels that sit on top 
of the kitchen table.

Rees P. leans into his TV 
as videos play.

Mariana G. & Haven T. swing 
together on a bench swing.

Mugisha N. places 
potatoes into a Crockpot. 

Meg S. smiles as she snacks on 
apples and cookies at the table.

Gabby C. passes a bowling ball 
to Kailani G. during a game.

Luis HS. glides a bow over 
the strings of a cello.



FUSA

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6.

1. Bella M. reviews a lasagna recipe on her
iPad and gathers ingredients.
2. In a bowl, Bella M. mixes ricotta cheese
and spinach.
3. Bella M. adds a little marinara to the bottom
of a casserole dish.
4. With layers of marinara and pasta, Bella M.
spreads a layers of ricotta mixture.
5. Bella M. adds a hefty layer of cheese.
6. Done! Bella M. removes the lasagna off of
the oven. The edges look crispy!

Damonica A.J makes breakfast for dinner.
7. Damonica A.J. pours pancake batter into a hot skillet.
8. Damonica A.J. flips and cooks the other side of the pancake.
9. Damonica A.J. pours whisked eggs into a skillet for scrambled eggs.

7. 8. 9.



1. 2. 3. 4.

6.5.

3.2.1. 4.

Kayla H. makes pork tenderloin with red potatoes.
7. Kayla H. cuts red potatoes in halves.
8. Kayla H. peels and chops garlic cloves.
9. Kayla H. holds a heart shape with her hands over the tenderloin dish.
10. Pop open the oven. Kayla H. is ready to place her dish in the oven.

1. Denise L. chops garlic for her shrimp
Alfredo fettuccine.
2. Denise L. peels and de-veins shrimp.
3. In a bowl, Denise L. rinses the shrimp with
cold water.
4. Denise L. add rinsed shrimp to a pot of
simmered Alfredo sauce.
5. Fettuccine is al dente. Denise L. adds the
pasta to the shrimp Alfredo sauce and mixes.
6. For the final touch, Denise L. adds shredded
Parmesan cheese to the pot of tasty pasta!

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8. 9. 10.



Bella M. makes quiche.
1. Over a bowl surrounded by
seasonings, Bella M. cracks eggs with
care. No shells.
2. Bella M. cooks strips of bacon in a
medium size skillet.
3. Using her hands, Bella M.
crumbles crispy bacon on top of a
pie crust filled with eggs, cheese and
spinach.
4. Finished product. Baked quiche
served on a plate. Fresh out of the
oven.

Damonica A.J. drains 
spaghetti noodles in a 
colander.   

Damonica A.J. pours a 
meat sauce over the pasta 
noodles.

Time to eat! Kayla H. 
cooked scrambled eggs 
and toast with jelly. 

Bella M. smiles as 
she stands next to her 
quesadilla on the stove.

1. 2. 3.

4.



Denise L. pours pancake batter 
into a hot skillet. Breakfast for 
dinner.

Denise L. watches her pancake 
for the perfect time to flip. 
Check for the bubbles.

Denise L. stirs her eggs with a 
spatula.

Bella M. makes enchilada casserole.
1. After lining the casserole dish with
corn tortillas, Bella M. uses her phone to
review the next step for the recipe.
2. Cheese, lots of cheese. Bella M.
sprinkles shredded cheese over the corn
tortillas.
3. Using a measuring cup, Bella M.
scoops and spreads cooked shredded
chicken over the cheese.
4. Hecho! (translates to “done” in
Spanish). The chicken enchilada casserole
is completed. Crunchy edges and toasty
cheese. Yum!

1. 2. 3.

4.



Kayla H. prepares a casserole dish of banana pudding. A layer of 
wafers, whipped cream, bananas and pudding, chill in the refrigerator 
then enjoy.

Banana Pudding with vanilla 
wafers. Yum!

Bella M. mixes pesto in her 
cooked pasta.

Damonica A.J. stands near the stove and for a photo. Another one, 
Sherry?

1. 2. 3.

1 - 3. Denise 
L. uses a wet
mop to clean
the floor after
cooking a
meal.



Denise L. and Dennis B. enjoy dinner for breakfast in Denise L.’s 
apartment.

Damonica A.J. and Bella M. enjoy 
tasty treats at Yard Milkshake Bar.

Kayla H. speaks at Delta 
Gamma Sorority.

Michael F., Jessica B. and 
Kayla H. stand outside the Delta 
Gamma Sorority House.

Denise L. has a laugh and ice 
cream at Yard Milkshake Bar.

Denise L., Damonica A.J., and Kayla H. enjoy an Uno game.Kayla H. biting the mermaid 
tail on her shake from Yard 
Milkshake Bar.



1-2. Bella M., wearing formal attire, poses for
a photo in the Recreation Center.

Damonica A.J. sits at a patio 
table for a game of Uno.

1. 2.

Kayla H. and Denise L. 
show big smiles for the 
camera. CHEESE!

Bella M. checking out price tags while 
shopping for work clothes.

Bella M. shopping at 
The Domain at Austin 
for work clothes.

Denise L.’s smile 
expresses her bubbly 
personality. We hear she 
loves her apartment.



Jayden G. explores 
twisting balloons while 
sitting at the kitchen table.

Coach T assists Kailee M. 
with body movements at 
cheer practice.

Mugisha N. reaches for 
a ball when playing skee 
ball at the REC.

Jaiden R. smiles while 
unloading the van as 
Sylvia Ibarra assists.

Ash Deem and Jorge C. smile for a photo as they 
sit on a porch swing.

Jacob B. and Pete C. nap on the bus before arriving 
to their wrestling destination in Victoria, Texas.

Mason M. uses a dry 
erase marker to color 
in numbers on a white 
board.

Cameron P. spins Sofiya 
B. who sits on a tire
swing at an off-campus
playground.

Kolby R. holds onto the 
handles of a recumbent 
bike as he rides around 
campus.

Mya S. gives a smile as 
she holds a plate of a 
southern fried dinner.



Blair P. slides down a 
tunnel at an off-campus 
play scape.

Evan T. and Seth M. stack boxes, wrapped in 
colorful paper, on top of one another to create a 
box tower.

Mason M. recites numbers as Danielle Caren and 
Jenelle Racher shout out the following numbers 
with enthusiasm!

Pete C. raises his hand as he gets sworn in by 
Miles Fain as student council’s treasurer during 
a meeting.

Jayliana S. and Lindy Watts cook eggs on the stove 
during a family style dinner of breakfast.

Ethan B. and Jay W. assist one another in loading 
groceries into the van.

Katelin W. smiles as she 
wears her fancy heels!



Kayla H.

Jayden G.
Jorge C.

Denise L.
Brandon A.

Jayliana S.
Makayla M.H.

Seth M.

Karaoke Time!

Bella M.
Bryce L.



1. Matthew S. plays with hand clappers during a performance at the Complex Karaoke.
2. Matthew M. relaxes on a chair while listening to performances on Drm 573 karaoke.
3. Elijah S., Matthew S., and Jayliana S. share a porch swing while in attendance at the Complex Karaoke.
4. Spencer L. poses during the EXIT Karaoke held in the campus Recreation Center.
5. Donye’ C. dances during a karaoke tune.
6. Jayden G. bellows a tune during the outdoor Complex Karaoke.
7. Ethan S. smiles while sitting on a resonance board during outdoor karaoke.
8. Kailee M. taps a hand drum while sitting on a hammock.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. 8.



Ethan S., Melanie Walton, Rees P., Jaiden R., Aimee Sunderlin and 
Danielle Caren listen and watch a performance during Complex 
Karaoke.

Sai M. and Luis HS. sit 
together during 573 karaoke.

Bryce L. performs a song selection while 
Matthew M., Tristan Swartz, Sai M., and 
Luis HS. enjoy the melody.

Mason M. checks 
out a green LED 
microphone.

Juliana S. stands center stage and belts 
out vocals in front of a crowd of peers.

Kolby R. plays a Cabasa during outdoor 
karaoke.

Sophia P. hops and 
dances during Music 
Mania. Dance Fever.



Jackie C., Mariela S., and 
Drake G. perform as a trio.

Issac Salander kneels in front of Mason 
M. with a pen and notepad to write down
his next music selection.

Mya S. and Cora R. perform a duet.

Kailee M. smiles and plays the Bongo 
drums during Complex Karaoke.

KC R. and Sophia P. step and strut to 
the beat during Music Mania.

Rees P. sits with a cheery Jaiden R. on a porch swing during 
an outdoor karaoke session. 



Haven T. sits outside with 
a noise clapper.

Kailee M. and Blair P. sit together while 
both play their own hand drum.

Ethan B., Patrick J., Robert Torres, Ryan F., Donye’ C., and Jessica B. sit in 
the audience while Spencer L. leads a song during karaoke.

Cheery Sai M. sits with Jorge C. for a photo op 
during Dorm 573 karaoke. 



Mugisha N. sits on a couch and Donye C. twirls 
to the sounds of Brandon A. singing on the mic 
during karaoke.

Jayliana S. renders a 
breathtaking performance 
during karaoke.

Kolby R. and Itza Perez engage in hand claps 
during outdoor karaoke.

Haven T. smiles with a 
musical instrument during her 
karaoke song selection.

Matthew S. sits with Blair P. on 
a porch swing. Blair P. holds a 
LED neon toy that beams in the 
Autumn evening.

Mason M. reads a note and Jayden 
G. sits nearby in the playroom for
karaoke on a rainy day.



Jaime Ospina chats over the 
variety of his instruments with 
Drake G.

Jaime Ospina and Crystal P. 
shake an instrument together as 
they smile!

Jaime Ospina performs on stage 
with a variety of instruments.

Darrius M. competes in a wrestling match. Donye’ C. & Tiffany Thorman smile for a photo!

Jaiden R. and Kolby R. swing on the campus 
playground on a breezy evening.

Evan T., Joshua K, and Seth M. sit on the floor 
around Kieara Mapps as she un-boxes a polar 
express train set.



Blair P. shows Lindy 
Watts her tower created 
by jumbo blocks.

Jackie C. explores a 
singing bowl while 
sitting on a mat. 

Haven T. smiles as 
she rests her face on a 
cylindrical drum.

Mugisha N. looks up at 
the lighting of a lamp at 
the Austin public library.

Evan T. holds an iPad playing firetruck videos as 
Seth M. and Joshua K. lean in to watch.

Luis HS. and Sai M. are full of giggles and smiles 
as they swing together on a bench swing.

Jorge C. holds a phone to 
his ear to call and remind 
dorms to pick up 
recycling.

Jayliana S. gives a smile 
as she sits on the ground 
and holds up a balloon 
animal.

Cole B. sorts his laundry 
into two baskets before 
beginning to wash his 
garments.

Mariana G. carries a full 
and tied trash bag out to 
the garbage can.



Diwali 
Festival of Lights

The festival gets its name from the row (avali) of clay lamps (deepa) that Indians light outside their homes 
to symbolize the inner light that protects from spiritual darkness. Diwali is a five-day celebration that 
includes good food, fireworks, colored sand, and special candles, and lamps. April Palmer, Monday Maani, 
Aimee Sunderlin, and Shara Williams assisted students decorating their 574 dorm with marigold garlands 
and flowers, rangoli, diyas, etc., and a photo booth! 

Kailani G., Sha’Mya G., Faith N., Audrey E., Deanaliz M., 
Mia M., & Azriel J. sit around the decorative table enjoying 
Diwali party treats.

Faith N., Kailani G., & Sha’Mya G. 
dance in the living room.

April Palmer sets festive decorations 
at the center of the table.

Curtain lights hang behind Kailani G. as she smiles while 
sitting on the couch.



Photo booth station with marigold 
garlands, hanging decorations, and 
a decorative backdrop.

Marigold garlands hang from the 
wall with photos of diyas and a 
table runner with decorations.

Rangoli pattern table cloth 
sits under electric candles 
and marigold flowers.

Kailani G., Mia M., & Sha’Mya G. wear gems on their face in a pattern for the Diwali festivities!

Monady Maani, Aimee 
Sunderlin, April Palmer & Shara 
Williams take a group photo!

Sha’Mya G., Azriel J., & Mia M. enjoy 
festive treats around the table with peers 
in celebration of Diwali.



Wealthy B. wears gloves as she 
sorts lemon pepper chicken on 
an electric skillet.

Ethan S. takes an evening ride 
on a rifton bicycle around the 
campus grounds .

Jada W. sight guides Breya G. 
as they walk barefoot to safety 
during a fire drill.

Roy A. assists Steve Smith in baking his famous banana bread by mixing ingredients in a bowl then 
transferring into a skillet to be baked in the oven!

Donye’ C. uses sanitizing 
wipes to disinfect frequently 
used condiment bottles.

Bryce L. uses a cordless 
electric mop to clean the 
dining area floors.

Jackie C. and Ilen V. hold 
hands during an evening health 
center visit.



Jay W. gives a thumbs up to the 
taste of his rice ball dinner while 
dining at a restaurant. 

Brooklyn K., Jackie C., and 
Mariela S. chat while enjoying 
Amy’s Ice Cream.

Ethan S. holds a balloon over 
his head at he sits on the ground 
during a birthday party.

Joshua K. points out as he sits on 
a bench with Seth M. watching 
cars drive by.

Nathan C. stands next to his 
cooked meal that sits on top of the 
stove.

Kolby R. builds momentum as 
he jumps on the trampoline at the 
campus gym.

Adam Foose and Sai M. twirl and spin as they dance hand in hand.



K.C. and Heather D. explore electric
instruments on a table with Meddah during a
live music event at the REC.

Ryan F. wears an apron as he 
holds two spoons of noodles over 
his stir fry on the stove.

Joshua K. sits on the floor as he 
looks over a colorful race car 
track with a light up race car.

Nathan C. smiles for a group 
photo with Delta Gammas as they 
draw with markers.

Jayliana S. smiles at a 
resting stop.

Haven T. engages with a 
giant slinky.

Cole B. smiles for a photo with his turkey 
decorated walker - gobble gobble!

Kolby R. and Jaiden R. engage by holding hands 
as they sit in a gliding bench outdoors.



Pajama Day - Melanie Walton wears a 
colorful and fuzzy onesie.

Crazy Hair Day - Melina T. wears an 
asymmetrical hair style consisting of 
buns and braids.

Twin Day - Brent Howard, Danielle Caren, & 
Jennifer Hysaw wear all black outfits with their 
badge hanging around their neck.

Spirit Day - Melanie Walton proudly 
wears a maroon and gold Wildcat school 
t-shirt.

SP I R I T  WEEK



Evan T. and Joshua K. ride on a side-by-side bicycle 
around campus on a sunny evening.

Jenelle Racher closes a container lid as Mason M. 
reaches for a tortilla while preparing dinner.

Mariana G. and Kailee M. 
embrace in a side hug with 
smiles!

Kelton Y. smiles and sits on 
a couch as he holds a small 
speaker to his hear.

A’jon D. and Summer Arnold 
play a game of connect-4 during 
a weekend home travel.

Gabrielle C. flexes her arm 
muscle during an on campus 
bowling match with peers!

Kolby R. leans into Danielle 
Caren for a head squeeze as 
they sit on the ground.

Sai M. uses a sequence box set 
with ingredients to make a taco 
bowl for dinner.



Melina T. sits on a bean bag 
as she reaches for objects 
attached to a position board.

Julie S. holds a bow as she 
plucks a cello during practice 
in the auditorium. 

Logan S. rolls small toy cars 
on the ground as Michelle 
Jones slides over a board.

Evan T. pets a small chihuahua pup.

With a sanded corn hole behind, Ethan B. carries 
a number of weighted bags at Pease Park.

Drake G. rolls a giant inflatable bowling ball 
during a DG party.

Christian S. exercises on a rowing machine.



S p o o k t o b e r

(left) Jacob M. pulls off a piece of pumpkin as pulp 
stretches out of the pumpkin. (right) Jacob smiles with 
his finished jack-o’-lantern!

Cole B., “Combie” (Cole+Zombie), 
receives candy during the ‘Trunk o Treat’ 
event hosted by the Delta Gammas.

Jonathan G. tries on a 
‘scary clown’ mask at 
the store.

Mason M., & Jenelle 
Racher review a check  
list.

Dennis B. & Denise L. 
take a photo with a giant 
skeleton.

Kolby R. checks out a 
pumpkin during Hobby 
Hour.

Mugisha N. & Ash Deem carve a pumpkin as Spencer L. looks 
over a tray of pumpkin seeds to roast.

Together, Patrick J. & Tiffany 
Thorman carve a pumpkin!



Jorge C. as
“Priest”

Elly U. as
“Pumpkin”

“King Kolby”

Matthew M as “Batman” 

& Tristan Swartz as “Red 

Dead Batman”

Breya G. as “Flapper” & 
Katelin W. wearing props

Charniqua Gilmore as
“Hogwarts’ Gryffindor”

Jaiden R. as 
“Lady Bug” Cory McKinney as 

“Rocket”

David S. as

“Pirate”

Jennifer Hysaw as“Orange”

Adam Foose as “MCR” &Bryce L. as “Hot Cheetos”

Left Photo (Back L-R): Michelle Jones as 
“Popcorn”, Aimee Sunderlin as a “Banana”, 
Maycie Gonzalez as a “Dragon Fruit”, 
Lindy Watts as a “Lemon”, Carly Branam 
as a “Renaissance Elf”, Kieara Mapps as a 
“Black Cat”, Brent Howard as an “Olive”, 
Cassie Berry as a “Strawberry”, Jenelle 
Racher as a “Carrot”. (Front L-R): Caressa 
Baize as a “Pumpkin”, Danielle Caren as a 
“Blueberry”, Itza Perez as a “Pineapple”, 
Jennifer Hysaw as an “Orange”.

Complex Staff Group Costume



Evan T. wears a witch hat with 
spiderwebs as he gives a smile for 
a photo.

Evan H. strategically carves a 
pumpkin while sitting on a table 
outdoors.

Cole B. and Steve Smith make 
Halloween decorations out of 
paper to put up around the dorm. 

Haven T. wears witch fingers 
while exploring a cauldron 
during Hobby Hour.

While sitting at a table, Patrick 
J. gives a smile as Mugisha N.
draws guidelines on a pumpkin.

Danielle Caren, “Blueberry”, 
& Melina T., “Clown”, smile 
for a photo!

Jacob M. tries on a “Marsh 
mellow” head while visiting 
a costume store.

Denise L. takes a photo with 
her Halloween decorated 
door.



Brent Howard, Kolby R., Jaiden R., & Mason 
M. enjoy a meal outdoors at the REC Halloween
party!

Faith N. holds a plate of 
food while waiting in 
line with Ash Deem.

Justin K. sits at a round 
table while eating 
pizza.

Mason M. & Ike 
Salander walk by the 
party with smiles!

Katelin W. & Megan 
Czapla dance together 
at the quad.

Elly U. & Logan S. 
give a smile for a photo 
while dining at a table.

Mariana G. & Aimee 
Sunderlin walk towards 
a table to join peers.

Jackie C. dances away 
with peers at the dance 
floor.

Tammy Reed & CC 
pass out pizza & chat 
with Daniel Caren.

Jenelle Racher & 
Jayliana S. twirl around 
to the music.

A’jon D. stands & waits 
with peers at the food 
line.

REC Halloween Party



Jayliana S., Kailee M., Blair P., Lindy Watts, and Jennifer 
Hysaw take a group photo at a pumpkin patch surrounded by 
hay stacks, gourds, and smiling scarecrows. 

With a pumpkin on her lap, Haven T. 
and Jaiden R. sit on a wooden bench.

Blair P. smiles as she sits on a 
wooden bench surrounded by 
gourds.

Jayliana S. crouches down to the 
ground while resting a hand on a 
giant pumpkin.

Lindy Watts and Kailee M. 
walk on a pathway through the 
pumpkin patch.



Bryanna W. & Michelle 
Jones look over an 
alter at the Mexic-Arte 
Museum.

Christian S. stands in 
front of an altar with 
decorations such as 
sugar skulls and photos.

Hailey G. leans into a 
small boxed t.v. and 
watches the motion 
picture.

Bryce L. smiles as 
he sits and enjoys the 
festive performances 
and music.

Performers dancing

Performers dancing

Sai M., Jorge C., Bryce L., Christian S., Luis HS., Michelle Jones, 
Hailey G., Bryanna W., & Libby Daugherty stand for a group 
photo in front of an “Ofrenda” (altar), “Papel Picado” (perforated 
paper in design), and other festive decorations.

Dia de los Muertos 
Originating in Mexico, “Day of the Dead” is celebrated on the 1st and 
2nd of November honoring the dead. The celebration consists of ofrendas, 
skulls, music, dancing, etc. Students and staff on Dorm 573 attend a 
celebration at the Mexic-Arte Museum.



Jessica B. sits on her knees as she 
paddles on a board on a sunny evening.

Seth M. and Joshua K. dine out eating pizza 
and joying the view of holiday lights and cars 
driving by.

Isiah B. climbs a few feet off the ground as Stan Olano belays. Isiah reaches to the top of the wall and 
looks over to give a celebratory thumbs up!



Blair P. reads over and follows a recipe with Michelle Jones in cooking sausage patties in the 
microwave for a breakfast dinner.

Agustine SH. plays on a piano as he sings along. Jenelle Racher & Haven T. ride a recumbent bike.

Jorge C. smiles as he  
bounces on a yoga ball 
at the gym.

Bryce L. holds up a bag 
of frozen burritos while 
at the grocery store.

Vanessa M. tilts her head 
back on the couch with a 
face mask on.

Kelton Y. strolls around 
campus on a cloudy 
evening.



Oscar G., Jacob B., Mia M., Kristin, and Sofiya B. take a silly pose photo during improve 
class. The group gathers around in a circle exercising improvisations.

Mason M. smiles and sings along to a song 
playing on an Alexa device as he sits in a 
chair while in the kitchen.

Joshua K. swings on a cool crisp evening 
with a marmalade sky.

Jessica B., Tammy Reed, Mariela S., and 
Jazmine K. pose for picture with Florida’s 
mascot (cobra).

Jaiden R. is chipper and chatty while laying 
on a pillow inside a tent with textured 
objects.



1. Denise L. stands in
the center of a giant
ornament lit with white
lights.
2. Damonica A.J. holds
a teddy bear while
standing in the center
of a giant ornament lit
with white lights.
3. Kayla H. holds a
teddy bear, Denise L.,
and Damonica A.J.
holds a teddy bear
while in the center of a
giant ornament.

4. Seth M. stands in
the center of a giant
ornament decorated
with lit red and gold
lights.
5. Kayla H. holds a
teddy bear and poses
while standing in
the center of a giant
ornament lit with white
lights.

1. 2.

3.

4. 5.

Happy Holidays



(Back) Sylvia Ibarra, Melody Ballentine, 
Charniqua Gilmore, Kim Wright, Crystal P., 
Lacy Lewis, (front) Savanna Jones, Meg C. 
and Tiayr Bradshaw pose during a holiday 
dinner at Olive Garden.

(front) Cameron P., Meg C., Heather D., 
Jacquline C., Mariela S., (back) Mia M., 
Sofiya B., Azriel J. take a group photo during 
a holiday dinner at Olive Garden.

1 - 2. Matthew S. and Caressa Baize 
place red and black ornaments on a 
mini green holiday tree.

Bella M. stands next to a mini white 
holiday tree with colorful lights, red 
and green ornaments.

Evan T. holds a decorative LED lit holiday tree at 
Mozart’s Coffee Roasters.

1. 2.



1 - 2. Jacob M. uses a red holiday wrapping paper, meticulously wraps a gift for his brother.

Agustin H. and Jacob M. exchange gifts for Secret Santa. 

Jacob M. and Michael F. exchange gifts during Secret Santa.

1. 2.



David S. puts small folded pieces of 
paper inside a clear ornament.

Logan S. decorates a wreath shaped stencil 
with holiday stickers.

Kolby R. wears a 
festive vest decorated 
in tactile holiday trees.

Blair P. decorates paper 
gingerbread houses during 
weekend commute.

Maycie Gonzalez and 
Duke wearing Santa hats.



1 - 2. Donye C. decorates a holiday ornament with gold paint.

Elijah S. uses holiday stickers to 
decorate a form shaped holiday wreath 
during Hobby Hour.

Spencer L. shows off his DIY snowman and 
Santa hat ornament that he made during weekend 
commute.

1. 2.



Caressa Baize, Matthew S., Maycie Gonzalez and Blair P. sit around 
a table making holiday cookies with snowman and holiday stocking 
cookie cutters. 

Matthew S. preps cookie 
dough with a candy cane 
cookie cutter.

Blair P. rolls out cookie dough with a 
rolling pin.

Blair P. uses a snowman cookie 
cutter to shape cookie dough.

Mugisha N. uses gold paint to 
decorate a holiday ornament. 

Mugisha N. paints an ornament 
with red paint.

Mugisha N. shows off a gold 
painted ornament.



Spencer L. holds a red grapefruit size ornament during crafting. 

Christopher Z. holds up a DIY 
snowman wearing a Santa hat and a 
checkered scarf.

Kayla H. strings holiday lights in the 
window of her apartment.

Duke, Seeing Eye Dog, wears 
a festive paper Santa hat for the 
holidays.



Braille Braille OOf Lightsf Lights
Inspired by Austin’s iconic “Trail of Lights”, the Braille of Lights event focused on a sensory rich experience - primarily tactual, 
olfactory, auditory. The trail featured scented (pine) ornaments, Christmas lights, two position boards with festive themed items 

attached, tinsel, textured ornaments, a variety of bells, garland with fresh scented pine cones and more! Santa chatted with 
students, took pictures, and gifted small bags of treats. Over at the complex courtyard was cookie decorating, festive sensory 

activities, and a snow machine with playful ‘snowball fights’.

Ethan S. and Michelle 
Jones stand under draped 
holiday lights.

A stuffed reindeer stands at the entrance of 
the trail looking over the carport covered with 
festive lights and decorations.

Kelton Y. trails along the 
path of holiday lights.

(behind) Carly Branam and Caressa Baize, 
(front) Matthew S., Logan S., & Elijah S. 
stand under holiday lights for a dorm photo!

Luis HS. gives a radiant smile as he explores 
a position board mounted with jingle bells, 
recording devices, and other festive items.



Kelton Y. walks through hanging tinsel.
Blair P. explores a position 
board mounted with holiday 
items.

Melanie Walton and Ethan S. 
high five as they walk through 
the trail.

Mason M. reads over 
his ornament decorated 
with numbers.

Melina T. plays with 
snow blown from a 
snow machine.

Elijah S., Matthew S., & 
Caressa Baize decorate 
cookies at a table.

Haven T. explores 
a giant stuffed 
reindeer.



Elijah S., Matthew S., Jayliana S., & Danielle 
Caren indulge in a playful snowball fight.

Matthew M. and Tristan Swartz give a smile while 
visiting with Santa Ike.

Kailee M. trails along 
holiday lights.

Logan S. explores a stuffed 
reindeer with Carly Branam.

Carly Branam, Logan S. & 
Matthew S. play with a ball drop 
mounted on a position board.

Choo! Choo! Jennifer Hysaw 
rides a mini electric train.

Eddie Savochka &

Santa Ike Salander



Ethan S. holds a switch device recorded 
with holiday cheers against his ear.

Luis HS.

Jayliana S. & Blair P.

Mason M.

Logan S.

Kailee M.

Photos with 
Santa Ike

Brent Howard stands in front of 
his design of draping garlands 
decorated with scented pine cones.

Danielle Caren and Michelle Jones 
sit in front of a festive position 
board created for the event.

Kolby R. dips his head into the snow that blows out of a snow machine!

Rees P. admires the hanging soft 
snowflakes and tinsel. 



Kailee M. and Jayliana S. 
embrace in a friendly hug.

Matthew S. smiles at Duke.

Darrius M. takes a nap on 
the bus before a wrestling 
match.

Kolby R. enjoys a swing 
during dusk.

Maycie Gonzalez and Melina 
T. sit together outdoors.

Katelin W. makes a silly 
face with a mouth full of 
marshmallows.

Eric Cobble gives a thumbs up as  Lauro A. 
and Cory McKinney flip meat on the grill.

Candid 
Moments



Gabby C., Monady Maani and 
Sha’Mya G. give a cheer as they 
bowl at the Rec center. Strike!

Charniqua Gilmore and KC R. enjoy 
a conversation at a restaurant.

Jayden G. works on a 
craft during Hobby Hour.

Danielle Caren points towards 
another direction with Mason M. 
as Jenelle Racher stands behind.

Ethan S. slides back on a 
swing to allow his legs to 
lay off the swing seat.

Kathleen “Elly” U. shows a 
“peace” sign and stands next 
to a carved paw print pumpkin. 

Haven T. takes a bite of a strawberry 
ice cream cone.



Mugisha N. lounges on a couch while 
looking straight up for a photo-op. 

Sai M. wears sunglasses and 
presses on a fake mustache with 
his fingers.

Jenelle Racher and 
Melina T. sit together on 
a bench.

Mariana G. makes a necklace by stringing beads into a 
plastic wire while Jayliana S. watches.

Mason M. looks at number 
stickers placed on a tray.Matthew S. plays with a set 

of sound clappers.



Jaiden R. and Mason M. sit 
together on a porch swing.

Melina T. plays with a 
colorful slinky.

Sophia P. faces the camera 
with a big smile.

Jenelle Racher and Jayden G. smile as they sit together 
at the dining room table.

Matthew M. relaxes on a chair.

Jayliana S. sings a song 
into a microphone.



Photography Credits: 
Tiayr Bradshaw, Dan Butler, Danielle Caren, Christina Casas, Megan Czapla, James Fain, Adam Foose,  Hunter Gage, Chandler Gandy, Charniqua Gilmore, Mark Gronquist, Sherry Hayes, Brent Howard, Jennifer 
Hysaw, Michelle Jones, Miguel Martinez, Stan Olano, April Palmer, Amanda Perez, Itza Perez, Jenelle Racher, Tammy Reed, Aimee Sunderlin, Tiffany Thorman,  Melanie Walton, Lindy Watts, Wendy Weeks, Laura 
Wofford, and Bridgette Wolfe.

Created and Produced by: 
Jennifer Hysaw and Itza Perez

Accessibility:
Jim Allen and Denise Lehe

Thank you!
Each letter in the phrase “thank you” consists of a photo. The following describes each photo in the individual letter.

T - Danielle Caren and Haven T. embrace in a hug while outdoors.
H - Hailey G. and Michelle Jones smile for a selfie
A - Shara Williams and Adam Foose, wearing a sticker mustache, take a selfie.
N - Lacey Lewis, Ilen V., and Julie S. pose for a selfie in front of a fountain of water.
K - Mugisha N. and Tiffany Thorman smile for a photo.

Y - Aimee Sunderlin holds a pizza and a cup as she smiles.
O - Melanie Walton and Ethan S. sit on a porch swing.
U - Mason M. leans into the ear of Itza Perez.
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